Abstract-For a developing country like India, maintaining an efficient administration within affordable budget is a big challenge. The application of Information and Communication Technology (ICT) based EGovernance can facilitate the administration in much efficient and cost effective manner compared to the traditional method of administration. Since an efficient administration is dependent on the collection of opinion of its participants (i.e the voters), flawless voting mechanism becomes the primary pillar of governance. But in the present days of busyness, many people stay away from their voting constituency due to various compulsions, thereby giving rise to number of uncast votes to a significant level. In order to solve this problem, in this paper authors have extended the concept of multifaceted smart card oriented E-Governance system to propose bio-metric authentication based E-Voting system, where Bluetooth fingerprint scanner will be paired with the voter's smart phone to implement the proposed concept. This propose system will use a mobile application to input user identification number using the Multipurpose Electronic Card (MEC) based EGovernance system. In case of successful authentication, the voter will be allowed to caste the original vote, else it will be barred. Hence, this approach will prevent the malicious tendency of proxy voting using advanced authentication system. Since this proposed E-Voting system have to handle huge data traffic during its implementation, its database should be designed at first to reduce data redundancy and inconsistency as much as possible. Hence, in this paper, authors have designed its database system using Data Flow Diagram (DFD), Entity Relationship Diagram (ERD) to demonstrate the relationship between its primary entities and tables.
I. INTRODUCTION
For a developing country like India, maintaining an efficient administration within affordable budget is a big challenge. The application of Information and Communication Technology (ICT) based E-Governance can facilitate the administration in much efficient and cost effective manner compared to over traditional method of administration. Since an efficient administration is dependent on the collection of opinion of its participants (i.e the voters), flawless voting mechanism becomes the primary pillar of governance. But in the present days of busyness, many people stay away from their voting constituency due to various compulsions, thereby giving rise to the number of uncast votes to a significant level. This problem can be sort out by the use of advanced communication technologies and authentication mechanisms. In order to solve this problem, in this paper authors have extended the concept of multifaceted smart card oriented E-Governance system to propose bio-metric authentication based E-Voting system, where Bluetooth fingerprint scanner will be paired with the voter's smart phone to implement the proposed concept. This propose system will use a mobile application to input user identification number using the Multipurpose Electronic Card (MEC) based EGovernance system. In case of successful authentication, voter can view the candidate name, political party affiliation, political party symbol, personal information of the candidate like educational records, financial records, criminal records (if any), etc. w.r.t. the constituency of that specific voter. Based on these information, voter will be able to choose the appropriate candidate from the respective constituency though its voting right. Furthermore, this approach will strengthen our administration by preventing the infiltration of inappropriate candidates like criminals, political I.J. Information Engineering and Electronic Business, 2017, 2, 45-52 hooligans, etc. within our governance. As it is well understood that the proposed E-Voting system will handle huge load of data traffic, in this paper the authors have designed the database of the proposed system using Data Flow Diagram (DFD), Entity Relationship Diagram (ERD) to establish the relationship between its entities and tables.
For better understanding of the propose system, background of smart card based E-Governance system are explained in section II and section III respectively. The database design of our proposed E-Voting system are explained through Data Flow Diagram, Entity Relationship Diagram (ERD), etc. in section IV of this paper. Section V have concluded this paper thereby exploring the future scope of this proposed E-Voting system..
II. RELATED WORKS
Electronic Governance (i.e. E-Governance) is the electronic mechanism used for deployment of administration by the state-owned agencies under its jurisdiction using Information and Communication Technology (ICT). As E-Governance makes communication faster than its conventional counterpart, it reduces the huge budget expenses of the government in every aspect, like stationary, man power, operational overhead, etc. Hence as a whole, this electronic message communication becomes very much efficient and transparent in terms of resource investment and its corresponding output generation. It also makes the Government very much accountable to its Citizen in terms of accurate delivery of services. However, to defend the unauthorized access of electronic message communication between the Government and Citizen, EGovernance must implement strict authentication system, which is explained further in this paper.
III. FOUNDATION OF RESEARCH WORK
With the objective to provide smart, secured and an efficient E-Governance system, a Citizen centric multifaceted smart card based E-Governance [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] system was already proposed earlier, which is the basic foundation of our proposed E-Voting system.
The said Citizen centric E-Governance system uses a smart card (i.e. Multipurpose Electronic Card [MEC]) as the primary interface between Citizen and Government during delivery of electronic services in one-to-one communication, whose conceptual diagram during Citizen-to-Government (C2G) type of transactions is shown in Figure - The architecture of this E-Governance system during Citizen-to-Government (C2G) type of transaction is shown in Figure - 2, which is further described below -1. The Citizen initiate E-Governance transaction using Multipurpose Electronic Card (MEC). 2. Since Multipurpose Electronic Card (MEC) is the primary interface between Citizen and Government in this E-Governance system, it will further communicate with Government to convey the service requested by its user i.e. Citizen. 3. Our E-Governance mechanism contain the following components. a. Firewall-It prevent the unauthorized access from any private network including spamware, malware and other malicious elements. b. Web server-After the data passes through the firewall, it enters the Web Server of the electronic mechanism. The exchange of information between Citizen and Government is performed here. The entire E-Governance transaction proceeds in bidirectional manner, which includes request from the Citizen and its corresponding response from the Government. Figure -3 shows the enhanced schematic diagram of our E-Governance system, where Citizen enjoys various electronic services like banking services, educational services, health services, employment services, etc using Multipurpose Electronic Card (MEC). The efficiency of this system is highly dependent on the implementation of strict authentication mechanism installed within it, without which this electronic system will be totally useless. As an extension to the delivery of electronic services to the Citizen using the said smart card based EGovernance system, authors have proposed an E-Voting system, which is discussed next in this paper.
IV. PROPOSED SMART CARD BASED E-VOTING SYSTEM
Figure -4 shows our proposed E-Voting system using Multipurpose Electronic Card (MEC) during Citizen-toGovernment (C2G) type of E-Governance transaction. The proposed Biometric [17,18] authentication based E-Voting system may be described as below -
Activities on Citizen side:
Step -1: Citizen initiates the voting process using Multipurpose Electronic Card (MEC), biometric (i.e. finger print) scan and/or mobile application / website login. This process provides two stage security at the initial stagea. Multipurpose Electronic Card (MEC) unique identification number verification -In India though Aadhaar Card also claims to provide unique identification number to Citizen, however itself being a paper based (i.e. hard copy) identity instrument, Aadhaar Card does not provide any option for smart electronic transactions for its original user. b. Biometric (i.e. finger print) authentication -Using this biometric verification system, Citizen can safely cast its own vote, thereby bypassing any possibilities of proxy voting. This biometric parameter of the Citizen i.e. Voter is either transmitted to the Government using a mobile application or laptop paired with biometric (i.e. finger print) scanner of the Voter.
As Figure -4 denotes Service Request using path -1 and Service Response using path -2, Citizen sends its message (i.e. request to grant voting right) to Government through path -1.
Activities on Government side:
Step -2: E-Governance interface receives the message send by Citizen i.e. Voter and passes through two step verification, one for Multipurpose Electronic Card (MEC) and other for bio-metric parameter of the user.
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Step -2.1: In case of successful verification for both the steps, Service Request of the Citizen is processed further.
Step -2.2: In case of unsuccessful verification at any of the steps, Service Request is aborted and Negative Acknowledgment (NAC) is send to the Citizen i.e Voter through path -2.
Step -3: Only in case of successful verification of Citizen, Service Request is passed to E-Service Server, mainly to record the vital parameters of the Service Request. The Service Request will be processed further to access the E-Voting Server only if the Date of Election and Voting Constituency of the user matches (which can be obtained through Multipurpose Electronic Card [MEC]) as per the records stored in database. In case of mismatch, E-Service Server will report database inconsistency to E-Governance interface, which will finally send Negative Acknowledgment (NAC) to the Citizen through path -2. This step will actively defend the malicious approach of proxy voting.
Step -4: Citizen i.e. Voter can reach to this step after successful completion of all type of verification system, where the details of contesting candidate, political party name, political party symbol, educational background of the candidate, financial background (i.e. professional details, etc), criminal background, if any, will be displayed to the Voter. Based on these information and good sense of judgment, Voter can cast vote to its favorite candidate, which will successfully conclude our proposed E-Voting system using Citizen centric multifaceted smart card .
Since our proposed E-Voting system have to manage huge load of data, in the following section we have explained its database using Data Flow Diagram, Entity Relationship Diagram (ERD) to demonstrate its primary participants and their inter -table relationships.
Data Flow Diagram (DFD) - Figure-5. shows that the Citizen provides its Multipurpose Electronic Card (MEC) and finger print scan respectively for verification of its request for voting. After successful verification of the Citizen, the voting choices are displayed for completion of electronic voting process. However, to complete this electronic process, Government must provide necessary support to the Citizen.using its multifaceted smart card (i.e. Multipurpose Electronic Card) based E-Governance system. To develop an efficient E-Voting system, its primary entities should be identified accurately, which are shown in Figure -7 . shows the respective attributes of the primary entities of E-Voting system in a self explanatory manner. To represent the data required for this E-Voting subsystem, the above prime entities can be used. Citizen entity holds the details of the citizen, which is also a part of the original proposed model of the MEC. This entity contains a field called constituency ID, which is a reference of constituency entity. In case of user login, authentication is done based on this Citizen entity. After that, the details regarding the election are shown by identifying the constituency of the voter using this constituency ID reference. The election type attribute contains the information about type of election for this constituency like, Assembly, Municipal etc. This is arranged to demarcate the polling zone. Election entity contains information about each election. It contains election date, type, result date and other details. Party entity is used to store information about each party. Name of the party, election symbol, contact details are stored in this entity. Candidate entity contains information regarding each candidate which includes his/her general details, details of asset, his/her criminal records, if any, etc. All these information will be shown to the voter before casting of vote. This will help in complete transparency. Candidate entity contains party ID which is used to identify the party to which the candidate belongs. For any independent contestant, a party tuple will be created to record the symbol so as to denote the candidate as an independent contestant. Candidate entity also contains constituency ID which is a reference to Constituency entity, helps to identify for which constituency the candidate is contesting from and election ID which is a reference to Election entity, used to identify for which election this candidate is contesting. Vote entity is used to store every vote casted by citizen. Election ID is a reference to election entity to understand that this vote is cast for which election and candidate ID is used to identify the candidate receiving the vote. No information about the voter is stored for anonymity. Lastly, CitizenVoteCast (shown in Figure -9 .) entity will store the information regarding -if a voter has cast his vote in any election or not to avoid repeated votes cast by same individual.
However, the inter -table relationship of our proposed E-Voting system is shown in Figure -8 . 
Data Modeling -
Since this proposed E-Voting system will execute electronic voting system for every citizen, it should be highly consistent to handle bulk load of data. For secure handling of these classified information, Data Modeling using Entity Relationship Diagram (ERD) is shown in Fig.  9 , whose parameters have been already explained above. ERD may be further described as below - Figure -9 . shows the relationship among the entities in a simpler form mainly for better understanding of the concept, which may get modified during real world implementation using distributed database system.
V. CONCLUSION
Our proposed E-Voting subsystem will help many voters to cast their vote hassle free with the help of advanced Information and Communication Technology. To make this system highly secure and successful, Government have to take major part in the entire process by providing necessary logistics support to the Citizen. On the other hand, by providing these logistics support Government can keep a track of its Citizen during the election, which will help to detect and subsequent cancellation of proxy votes. Since the data modeling of our proposed E-Voting system is in its initial stage, its database connection and simulation will help it to improve further. Our proposed system may be enhanced to its corresponding cloud model, where cyrptographic security protocols will be embedded to handle the sensitive database of entire election in a distributed manner thereby keeping checks and bounds for database failures.
